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About This Game

Bob Was Hungry is a challenging precision platformer with many levels designed to truly test your platforming skills.

Bobs have been scouring the universe for food for millions of years. For the most part, food had been plentiful and easy to
acquire...planets made entirely of cheese were abundant, and finding one could leave a bob full for a lifetime. However, time
has passed, and food has become scarce. Greedy bobs so carelessly ate two or three cheese planets at a time, and now cheese

planets are as rare to find as a bob with a full stomach.

Bobs unable to stumble upon one of the last extremely rare cheese-havens were forced out into the unknown. Now they traverse
as many planets as they can in hopes of finding a scrap of food to survive. Unfortunately, their trips are dangerous, and the

planets are treacherous. Finding food is not like it used to be.

You play as one of these bobs, and it is up to you to find the meal that will finally satisfy your bob's insatiable appetite.

Play alone, or play online with up to 8-player co-op in four frantic multiplayer modes:

Co-op: Play with your friends and help one another make it to the end! Recommended for beginners.

“Shared Death” Co-op: Everyone has to make it to the end of each stage. If one person dies, everyone dies and has to
start the stage over.
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Competitive Race: Race against your friends for the fastest time and the highest score.

Competitive Survival Race: Race against your friends, but you only get one life per stage!

Key Features:

2-8 player online cooperative and competitive modes

Online game modes include co-op, shared death co-op, competitive race, and competitive survival race

Challenging precision platforming

Over 170 levels set in 5 Unique Zones

38 Steam Achievements

Steam Trading Cards

Controller support
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Title: Bob Was Hungry
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Shorebound Studios
Publisher:
Shorebound Studios
Release Date: 19 Aug, 2015
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you actually don't have an excuse. bob's game is the best puzzle game ever. it is fun as hell, and with the trippy backgrounds and
music reminds me a lot of the Tetris The Grand Masters series in arcades. except it's also a bunch of other games, and if you
think any are missing or you have a better idea you can MAKE YOUR OWN. I honestly think the trailer UNDERsells itself, the
game has a lot of awesome features.. Anyone who likes arcade style racers should pick this one up. It reminds me alot of
Motorstorm without the damage factor. Anyone looking for a cheap aracade racer look no further and pick this one up!

7/10. One of the best games I've ever played for the price! Would love to see more upgrades, but a very solid game!.
entertaining little story, nice way to spend an hour or so. good buy if on sale. i've spent $2 in worse ways.. Banned in 7 minutes.
10/10. Absolutely fantastic. Please remake more classic shooters in this way!
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Hello Friends! This dlc adds presidental themed clothing and items to the game. For example, you can dress up as certain past
presidents with masks, and fly around in a eagle shaped VTOL.

Recommended for cosplaying as a president and having a fun vehicle to ride around the skies of steelport in.. Mega
recommended if you like freedom to explore, a loosen but solid plot, many side quests and a lot of enigmas and things to do in
an endless universe.

If you are someone who doesn't need to be guided by the nose and are in control of your destiny, rather than someone who
always needs an invisible guiding hand, you're in for a massive treat with this game. It's different from anything I have played
before.

I started playing much after the initial fiasco, so I haven't known the bad side of the game, so you can take this review as you
want, but at the current state of the game, it's freaking well worth your money. No DLCs, several massive updates for free, no
microtransactions, no lootboxes or season passes and all that poop that comes with modern big games, etc etc bla bla bla.

If you are on the fence if you should or not forbid the devs in their initial lies and fiasco, I would say yes, give them a second
chance, they more than redeemed themselves from what I heard from people who played the game at launch.

Have fun!. Good old fashioned game play polished to near perfection. I've bought this game for my C64, I bought it on Itch and
now I've bought it on Steam - it's that much fun!. Very similar to the Android game Monument Valley. Relaxing, fun, and a
great value.. This game is just awesome. Even though it's just a 2D platformer, it has a very good story with a little twist in the
end, excellent music, and a whole bunch of little references (e.g. Doctor Who, Back to the future, mr. Peabody & Sherman, and
much more). I definitely recommend it.. WARNING!!!!!

On every new game, you have four continues, and if you want more, you have to pay.

Yeah, that's right: you have to pay to continue playing in the same file. The price is actually quite steep, especially for a game
making hommage to old arcade games.

You're wondering how much, right?

It cost your soul.. Updated:

This game isn't getting updated, they've released another game that also happens to be crap after this one came out. The game
is♥♥♥♥♥♥ the UI is♥♥♥♥♥♥ it was made with hardly any effort in Unity.

Buy anything else.

Though, it does have Steam cards. If you can get the game free, that's worth the effort.. The Dark Souls of arcade space shooters.
Contains Fine Tempering Powder 10\/10
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